
in the middle of the university plaza. I have tried to recuperate some sleeping there but the aunts were crawling in my clothes. I then went back to teaching, a little less energetic this time but
more coherent. Myrthe is coming here tomorrow and for the first time. Not knowing each other so much, this long distance has being a bit hard but we dida great job with chatting in full
enthusiasm and spontaneity without any taboo, fully transparent and responsive to one another. I was and I am so deadly tired but also went to box later and boxed really hard and met Marco and
Franceso on the way out, convincing them we should put up a fight club. Jacek also called me, he might this PhD position at last, will see... now home! 

Writing quite early in my Journal this time, my schedule being totally screwed up, but no complains. I woke up again at three in the morning felt a little distressed but then went out with my
American bought global positioning system watch which allows me to run basically anywhere and keep track of my speed every 320 meters (for now). I really went quite far, passing by some
very nice semi-industrial environments with cool graffiti (one is sort of tempted to get some done at night, maybe when August grows) and finally reached a bit of a decent forest, feeling so
happy with the sun rising, the celestial air, my oxygenated body and Myrthe soon coming (I picked some flowers from her in the forest). I was then home working hard to make theapartment
look good for her and Lamin also got up and got the idea of carrying down all the construction wood I had piled in the kitchen, this while I was washing all the sheets and blankets from his bed,
the bed I assume, Myrthe and I will sleep in. Lamin will be off now for a couple of days to another friend and will help me to look after August while I pick Myrthe at the bus station, so I will be
able to kiss her, because then with August, we will just act like friends. I hope the three of us can become a good group, will see. I was not so happy with Lamin today however, as, after cleaning
up everything, I went to the shower and realized that the holder was completely coming off the wall. It was really an emergency situation, I had to go to the university to teach and I finally
managed by promptly seal everything up with silicon. I am really efficient, knows quite a bit of both practical and theoretical things but found that the students were rather reluctant to learn
anything, they immediately categorized it as too advanced and just did not what to learn anything more, this time, this group... knowing that Davide is learning twelve languages, this makes me
laugh. 

With Myrthe and August, a fantastic wondering around, first in the city yesterday, after picking her up with my two most important people clicking right together and playing really cheerfully
walking walking along my favorite panoramic path over the city. Today instead the weather was not as nice but we anyhow managed to relax, Myrthe and I even crying for how beautiful it was
to make love together, and then later, with our heads in the clouds, walk to the center of town here, by the river and then, following the flow, to a tivoli, a very old one ran by Russians, with
scary, self repaired machines that would not certainly be allowed in a Swedish neighborhood. We were then in the forest on a hill, being very cheerful and playful. At home August was done for
the day and Myrthe and I went do buy grocery, to then make burritos and watch a silly comedy parodying Arrab terrorists in England. Now ready for love again and I am glad I can take a few
minutes to go over my work with Myrthe respecting it.

Another day with Myrthe and August, playing really well together, becoming really good friends, joking all the way together, but then having Liselott wanting him back earlier, she was missing
him and we had to go to town to leave him, Myrthe waiting underground at the station. We were then left alone, falling very much, deeply in love, kissing at every corner, on cement lions and
laying in the observatory park getting most crazy about each other in a town where people don't really show so much of their feelings. We later went over to Jacek and Brett, feeling quite
agitated, being our first time socially engaged. It went well though, this despite the fact that for ten years I couldn't really be myself with Liselott always misinterpreting. Myrthe was fine
however also all my jokes... we are heading home now, tomorrow being apparently a sunny day.

I have just accompanied Myrthe to the airport. We had a nice day together, another of these days in which we woke up super late, warmed up our Chinese lunch from the restaurant few days ago,
and went out in the warm sun that was already hitting the side of my bedroom. I am so glad Myrthe is somewhat now fulfilling the gap left by Liselott, being only not just a fantastic girlfriend but
also a good friend to August, feeling almost that I now have a family again, that my apartment, which I somewhat wanted to transform into my tomb, is germinating with new life. Perhaps I
should take this as a sign, a sign suggesting me that I should proceed in life, that the time for my grave, the ultimation of my project, is still far ahead. Life shall continue then and what I am left
with is the most important things, people to take care of and love. I guess my obsession is right that of providing this love to people, to cultivate it and establish meaningful relationships namely
with my Telemachus and my Penelope, for now myself being still out at sea, with quite some battle to fight, quite an epic to pursue before the final catharsis. I don't know how many times
Myrthe and I said I love you to one another, I don't know how many times we have kissed, if it is really one calorie a kiss, we must be anorectic by now. Nonetheless it is really love between us
and I am so concerned to find out whether it can last or not as we promise to each other to try to be forever, feeling that what we share is very special (we could not helped crying now when I left
her at the security checking). There is much ahead of us but my wish is now that really somehow things will also work out between her and August, as if in me and her August could find some
sort of spontaneous parents to refer to while having all the materialistic security from his mother.

Is my life turned any easy? The simplicity of life, so many authors have praised, is that anything I am seeking for now? Well, what to say, perhaps in a more natural environment I would have
second the slow changes of nature but now I am sort of seconding the madness of social impendencies. I am on the train now to pick up August after picking the apartment keys from his mother
(they could not find the keys I normally use to get in the apartment, the keys that August keeps). From there I will have to take August to swim school. I guess it is a matter of being punctual and
precise, something I really am. What affects me perhaps, is the imprecision of others. Anyhow, I do find my moments of recollection and discipline, the moment of simplicity I guess. I did in fact
went over my project today and latter I did go to the gym. My practice survives along with the Sabbaths I take with my sweet Myrthe (which I miss terribly). I did also manage to talk to Liselott
and inform her of my plans, she seems quite open for discussion and doesn't seek for argument, which is good. Meantime I have a presentation to prepare for a seminar with other European
universities, starting tomorrow. I guess I just have to get over it but I find it easier to talk for hours to the students than for ten minutes to my senior colleagues. 

A crazy day, and crazy is only a word I use with Myrthe nowadays to describe our love. But it was somewhat crazy indeed as, because of our love perhaps, after sleeping the night over with
August at his mother's place, I have walked into the center of town and sat in the cultural house to finish off my work (actually I did manage all my project updating early morning) and try to
reconfigure my air ticket business, mostly reorganizing this summer so that I can spend time with both August and Myrthe, and now that I found out that they are so well together, with the two of
them together. It didn't however work out, Liselott doesn't wish to be without August more than two weeks at the time and I thought it could have been nice just to be in Italy for a whole month.
But really, experience taught me to avoid such extended stays in order to save money and time and stress. Last summer, a whole summer at n-law was just a disaster and a cause of
great distress, this only to save a bit, doing this extra efforts and sacrifices. Anyhow, if I just think how many flight are coming up now for me in the coming months, I just go crazy... to Utrecht,
Madrid, Utrecht again and then to England where I will attend a summer course (yet there I will try to go by sea), then to Stockholm, then to Venice, then to Utrecht, then to Stockholm and then
to Venice again. All quite insane and all to be close, physically close to the person I love, my little nephew  down south, my love Myrthe in the center and my son August in the North...
somehow all the main harbors of the regions (Venice, Amsterdam and Stockholm) nearing ancient university town like Padua, Utrecht and Uppsala, interestingly. After the trying to simplifying
the mess without success, I had to help Lamin with his cheating application to the UK. He is just escaping here after exploiting the system and I sincerely only helped him because he was going
to help me looking after August tomorrow, due to the conference but Liselott just told me that she will try to avoid that and we will share August instead, somehow (she is going out with her
colleagues and I will take a break from the conference). It is true, not worth having room mates, what the heck, all he has destroyed (haven, showers, wooden floors...), all the troubles he gave
me, all that I spent to make my apartment more intimate... all a big waste. I will probably now keep the apartment for me and Myrthe and August and nothing else. What then of all the wall I
have erected and so forth? In the afternoon a conference with people from Bremen and London started at a fancy hotel. I did not like the Germanic approach of setting up canonic texts and so
forth.... Blah, terrible to the point that I could not handle it and just chat with my love Myrthe all the way through. Later however, in the evening i took the PhD students for a small sight seeing
on top of a hill and everyone was really impressed with my knowledge of the city, I guess I am really a scout, everywhere I go I can explore and get something out of things, probably also even
in my research, I should treated more as an exploration. At dinner I had the honor of seating next to Nick Coldry. At first I avoided any discussion with him, knowing his reputation but at last we
ended up talking for a good hour, this without me feeling any disarmed and both agreeing in allot of topics and him providing me allot of insights. i always get to meet all these big stars and talk
to them (Hansen, Deluze and now him all accidentally seating next to me to eat their meal). Well, all other conversations were rather boring, particularly with the more traditional researchers
looking down at art practitioners.

Early awake and then out training and running, getting a bit of physical recollection after all the seminar seating and then on my way to the seminar again, frantically writing, adding on my
article on immigration and writing down my afternoon lecture although I did not read it at last but only wrote to fill more prepared. Not so much sleeping and too much writing probably made me
little fluent today; I couldn't really make any good sentences over lunch, this time with another Goldsmith professor with whom I have discussed possible walks in England prior my summer
school in Warwick. He was quite a providential person to me, quite a relaxed scholar but with allot of good insights about his country. I will probably then walk the ancient Norfolk coast path
and other paths from where the ships to Holland were brought and right from Holland my boat will come from. My presentation at last was rather a success. I actually thought I was going to
block myself with complicated thoughts but in fact it went all really fluently and I was even asked to show a bit of my project, thus revealing the artistic practice (or disruptive practice as Nick
Coldry defined it) laying at the bottom of all my theory making. Later, I also once again proposed myself as a scout to sightseeing and once again I succeeded in bringing a whole crowd
including the professor tipping me on England, all to the old town and to other sight seeing places, getting us really united as a group, experiencing together, which I find fundamental. On the
way I even picked August, his mother going out drinking with her colleagues. We was a very well educated kid, staying with us adults and impressing all of them for his composure, this even at
the restaurant later which was a bit of a sensitive situation since it was a drinking pub for adults and my senior colleagues might have been a bit set aback in seeing me for the first time with my
son, although we always manage to cut a striking figure together(so much we have walked the world). Over dinner I actually had a nice conversation with a German gender scholar, i actually like
them quite allot in a way, being them most passionate about what they do. The other candidates in general were quite open minded about my project and felt inspired, which I guess is sort of my
goal, to exult the beauty of living. I left rather early, August being tired. I had to bring him home but Liselott once again forgot to give me the keys and we had to reach her in town. She was
super upset (drinking side effect?) but then saw that I bought August some clothes (this in a cool vintage shop in town) and seeing me in a good mood and most amiable, she also turned nice in
the end. Now home, tired but happy and with only a few hours of sleep in front of me and with my love Myrthe keeping me company on the mobile, such a nice girl!  

Today I woke up super late, shame in me... well I had to make up yesterday sleep and all these seminar hours and these writings and preparations, really they are most exhausting not to mention
all the socializing which, among the Swedish representatives I was the only one to sort of keep up at least among the other young scholars, taking them around and so forth, like today after the
conference and feeling that I have gained some respect among them (at least after my presentation), I took the English representatives (the Germans had to leave rather soon), I took them first to
their hotel, then to eat sort of cheap Turkish food and finally with the boat to Djursgarden, the old hunting reserve of the king. I did not quite remember it was so beautiful and the other young
scholars, far more international than the ones in our university being from Canada, Mexico, Taiwan, Bangladesh and Tunisia, they really enjoyed it and were really thankful for all my scouting...
saying also that I could do that for work, the guide. Well, I guess that, being born in the Alps, that's quite my natural job, exploring and taking people around. I am off to August now, we will
spend the weekend together and I thought of taking him to the Modern Museum that is today for free... When I was a student there, in the academy nearby, we used to spend much time in that
beautiful small island, where I just recently took Myrthe. It feels that I am sort of getting reconnected to the city, mostly through foreigners, bringing back the links and meanings I once
cultivated for this place, this country.

A sunny but very windy Saturday, waking up quite late. I am very grateful I can sleep, relax and particularly I can dream now and feel that maybe too much filming and documenting while
traveling can dry a bit the imagination. Also my son has been on my side and maybe even that helps to get some fantasy going (my drawing project did in fact started with him while at the
playground when he was super little). Well, finally I have been really grateful of the crew of doctorates I met from around the world, studying in London. i really gave show them the city and in
the end Alejandro, the Mexican, helped me carrying August up the staircase over the cliff back to their hotel and even paid our pizzas. I love this solidarity among humanists yet I see that still
allot of expenses goes for silly things like eating at restaurants and renting expensive conference rooms... what the heck! In addition these Swedes don't really take full care of their guests, just let
them be, lost in the city when the official time is over. I actually feel quite stressed today, despite having August who agitates me a bit. We had a nice day anyway and got down with a small bag
of cherries to the industrial site by the water. Hopefully they will abandon it one day but now the new rich have found a use to the abandoned factories... they can put their expensive yachts...
okay, fuck this, I am really allergic to that but what might make it worst is the level of conservativeness even among the most underground of people. I did take in fact August to see some graffiti
and we caught the guys spraying there out in the blue. They are bunch and all authorized to spray on a limited area... but then what, what is the point. I did try to talk one of them and see if I
could also do some stuff but no, you ought to do tags and it ought to be with colors (I wanted to test my drawings). We were later out playing but did not feel all that great... it was much more fun
with Myrthe! 

Life has become very functional, to the clock, a flexible clock were meetings pop in and out, are scheduled and rescheduled and myself also being most flexible with the execution of my project
as well but in fact always meeting the deadlines, always being aware at last that it is time to execute. Yesternight with August I sort of resumed my drawing making and fable writing after kind of
two months in a very transitory state, traveling or just having to pick him up at school. With Myrthe also now we are preparing to try out to be together and do work, I went easy at firstand I am
still careful not to end up in the situation like with Liselott conceiving my project a monster. August had a birthday party today so I delivered him to his mother at around noon to later spend
some time in the Cultural House to do some e-mailing and other bureaucratic things (I am now trying to save at least a sixth of my salary). Liselott forwarded me August's school grading. The
teacher says that he lays far behind, this without considering that he probably knows more than her in terms of languages, culture and how the world turns. To spell correctly there are computers
nowadays and it is a bit the same issue with me. Scientific articles are all well curated in the online encyclopedia and the young scholar really has to come out with something else the scientific
precision. Later I also went to see Jacek's exhibit, he kept it secret for some time and just wrote me an sms today. It was a nice conceptual piece archiving the sounds of a giant infrastructure the
neo-liberalists are going to replace in tow with another shiny mall. The execution however was a bit arbitrary and this made me think whether it is at all necessary for a conceptual piece to be
executed (the metal archival boxes per se might have been much stronger a thing as some sort of time capsules). I am heading to the university now to do some writing although I feel a bit
stressed, almost as if I cannot write, this is way I will first go to the gym also to build up more muscles, particularly on my legs, so used to just walking. 

I woke up again with dreams but also a nightmare with the silly Hollywood pretentious movie I got for me and August to watch few days ago. I did a nice and peaceful update of my project and
also kept working on my paper on Swedish immigrants on the commuter to the university (the topic is quite hot now with all the riots, but I think I will not try to publish it). Once there however I
got seized by allot of stress, which started again a few days ago when I was with August. I wander if it is all this commuting which stress me out or if it was the seminar a week ago, and the food,
or all of that combined. Anyhow, I shall watch out. Too much writing, probably as well, although my dissertation is not proceeding of a single inch, plus also I guess all the love writing with
Myrthe, which is rather relaxing, particularly when live but can be stressful on the phone, just because I keep looking at it.... I better tell her, but I might as well myself get Internet at home, if
now particularly i will be staying alone. It will be a nice way to keep each other company. The students however, I must admit, or at least some of them, did a great and refreshing job doing
trailers, making movies of some sort, with distorted characters, often psychos. Some of them had really a sens of aesthetic and it makes me think that really everyone can be potentially an artist
and it is only a certain mentality block which hinders us. Beyus was probably right, more real artists practicing their talent, less social conflicts. At lunch I ate on the rock in the middle of the
university and also took a power nap there. After I went again on my long journey to pick August up, eventually from next week there will be also a Dutch student, Ella, helping out with the
picking. Nice that she is also Dutch and August can get a taste of it (some of his ancestors from his mother side also came from there, the Vallons). It was in fact relaxing being in nature now that
is light so long and there is a warm breeze. I had fun playing football with August's older friends, needed to get some heartbeat and then just cook with the windows open while he was out
playing with little Tom and I was in with all sort of kids from the neighborhoods playing jokes and drawing their portraits. I found it so relaxing to draw, particularly my ideas. Now on my way
home, I did walk through the city center and I will have to walk across the bridge since there is one of the usual "stop signal" they called them... but it is still lovely out and the summer is to
enjoy!

On my way to August again, outside being most sunny and  summerish. Hopefully this is only a transition period, all this commuting is really nauseating to some extend particuarly as one cannot
appreciate the nature in a way, cannot recollect oneself. Everything is so unstable nonetheless, the work in a few years and my future in general. Would some stability be of any good? Well I
guess one have to plan for it. I did manage however this morning to go carefully through my database and later go for a run, it is at least something. I am a bit discontent that right the morning,
the moment which I am the most prolific, right then I have to set going and go to seminars and teaching and so forth. I wish really I was an aristocrat in his villa, with his empty garden and time
to reflect for real, to seat then at the table and write meaningful stuff without the worries of loosing the job, or the idea of pleasing someone. Well, I actually do not give a heck and my intention
is really to go beyond this social stalment, particularly in academia, this also considering what Saint Augustine had to say about scholars and I feel it is for me a nice experience but it won't be
forever. In this sense I have to prepare, I need to be prepared for when the time will come. Today it was the gender studies seminar and somehow I was trying to replace all the feminist this and
that with fascism... fascist ethnography, a fascist perspective on this, fascist theory... what a small faith of their own these people get into, but I guess is trendy and there is allot of stake to eat for
the female wolves... I will keep a maverick.

With Myrthe and again time gets suspended! I had a small rest and walked across the big industrial area surrounding me, the summer sun setting up and small hares and even a moose stuck in a
parking lot I met, to then fall asleep and wake up in a dream, with Myrhte, roaming around rainy Eindhoven and at last, filled with much passion, confining ourselves in the beautiful alcove of




